STARTUP CULTURE
IN YOUR SCHOOL

PIZZA, PROJECTS, PEOPLE:
BECKY SHIRING + EMILY CARLE HAFER
STARTUP CULTURE ACCORDING TO
Director of PD + Director of Community
"Culture is about more than just employee compensation
and benefits. It’s about an organization’s purpose, vision,
mission, values, environment and most importantly, its
people." - David Stanfill, President, Squirrels LLC

BUSINESSES

34.5%
12%
15

less turnover when
company culture is high
more productive when
employees are happy
avg sick days taken by
unhappy employees

SQUIRRELS COMPANY CULTURE

Personalized, flexible + open work spaces
Perks, including snacks + a gym membership
Fun traditions like chili cook-off + Photoshop Friday

DID YOU KNOW?

Students spend an average
of 14,000 hours in school
over 12 years. That's more
than 1,000 hours a year!

HOW TO BRING IT TO YOUR SCHOOL

Design your classroom with students
Ditch those desks!
Provide lounge seating, active areas + collaborative
spaces throughout the building
Use humor + stay relevant
Provide perks to students + teachers

#PIZZAWHEEL

SCHOOLS

workplace conditions
are better than teaching
leave school or entire
profession yearly
avg cost to recruit, hire,
prepare + lose teacher

PIZZA
Fun + Open Environment

Squirrels LLC | airsquirrels.com
@beckyshy | @emilycarle

56%
14.2%
$50,000

WHY
STARTUP
CULTURE
MATTERS
Happy students are more eager to learn
Autonomy increases motivation + achievement
Ability to build critical skills for future success

Entrepreneurial
Mindset

Self-Regulation
+ Monitoring

Lifelong
Learners

Communication
+ Collaboration

Assertiveness
+ Advocacy

Empathy
+ Trust Building

PROJECTS
Autonomy + Collaboration

SQUIRRELS COMPANY CULTURE

Autonomous pursuit of interests
10% projects + the Super Computer
Freedom to try + fail
Cross-functional teams + ecosystems

HOW TO BRING IT TO YOUR SCHOOL

Allow student voice + choice
Project-based learning
Genius hour, 20% time + passion projects
Fail first + fail forward
Model why failure can be positive for students
Develop entrepreneurial mindset

TOOLS
TO TRY

Flipgrid - Blogs - Twitter
MySimpleShow - WeVideo
Book Creator - Reflector

PEOPLE
Relationships + Communication

SQUIRRELS COMPANY CULTURE

People-first mentality
Cultivated friendships in + out of work
Kickball team, game night, HQ Trivia teams + the
occasional pick-up basketball game
Transparency + communication
Minimal meetings, minimal email

WHAT
WE LOVE
HOW TO BRING IT TO YOUR SCHOOL

Slack allows us to cut back
on email without cutting out
communication

Create opportunities to establish commonalities
Start each class with small talk
Get feedback + get it often
Start a student-led acknowledgement committee
Conduct a "State of the Classroom" with students

